
JULY CLUB MEETING 

The next Wright Flyers club meeting will be on 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 at 12:00 noon, at the 
WF field. Food and beverage will be provided 

following the meeting. 

 

MINUTES OF JUNE MEETING 

 The WF meeting was called to order by 

President Bob Chase on June 25th, 2013 at 6:17 

pm. There were 9 members in attendance. 

 Minutes from the May 2012 WF meeting were 

read by President Bob Chase and accepted as 

read. 

 The Treasury Report was given by Treasurer 

Andrew Yurkovich and was accepted as read. 

 

Old Business: 

 The first of the new pilot stations was 

assembled following the meeting. A design 

change was found to be necessary and was 

implemented. 

 It was the consensus of members that rolling of 

the field was not needed.   

 No Bulk Fuel purchase will be made this year, 

as there was no need among the membership. 

 Drone bill in Maryland is directed to use by law 

enforcement. 

 Nathan Smallwood will mark trees to be cut 

down. 

 Reminder: get your WF sticker from Andrew 

Yurkovich. 

 

New Business: 

 Gate and lock procedure: if the gate is open and 

you are the last person leaving, lock the gate. 

 FAA is going to define the difference between 

drones and model aircraft, so that legislation on 

drones will not apply to our models. 

 AMA offers a discount code on the website for 

Air Venture (Oshkosh). 

 Safety reminders: don’t fly alone, and if you use 

gasoline, bring a fire extinguisher with you to 

the field. 

 

July 2013 
 

 Bob Chase will look into applying for an AMA 

flying site grant for a handicap parking pad at 

the WF field.  
 

There was no show and tell. 
 

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS 

 Stewart Bruce  -  August 4 

 Murad Muhammad -  August 8 

 Victor Madison -  August 29 

 

THOUGHT FOR THE DAY 

"He that is good for making excuses is seldom 

good for anything else." (Benjamin Franklin) 
 

 
 

SOME THINGS TO THINK ABOUT  

 1- I used to eat a lot of natural foods until I learned 

that most people die of natural causes. 

2- There are two kinds of pedestrians . . . the quick 

and the dead. 

3 - Healthy is merely the slowest possible rate at 

which one can die. 

WRIGHT FLYERS CLUB IS AN ASSOCIATE 

MEMBER OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

RECREATION AND PARKS OF BALTIMORE 

COUNTY 



 TIP OF THE MONTH 
 

 FLYING WITH FLAPS  

      (published in Model Airplane News) 

 

  Sooner or later, many RC modelers try their hand 

at a scale subject, and since most full-size aircraft 

use flaps, their scale model should include them as 

well. A scale model with the flaps fully deployed is 

an impressive sight. This will most likely be the 

pilot’s first exposure to flaps since most of our 

sport models don’t use them. Flaps are terrific; they 

can transform that hot P-51 from a bear to a 

pussycat on landing. They can, on the other hand, 

present problems if misused. 

    
  Above, this impressive Westland Wyvern is the 

work of David Wigley. The model weighs 50 

pounds and features scale Fowler flaps, which 

increase both drag and wing area when deployed. 

  Next time you fly in a large commercial airliner, 

take note of the transformation of the wing prior to 

takeoff and landing. Airliners or other fast aircraft 

achieve their eye-popping performance through the 

use of small, thin wings. The problem with this 

type of wing is that they stall at high speeds and 

consequently the takeoff and landing speeds are 

also very high. When flaps are lowered they change 

the wing’s lift and drag characteristics and lower 

the stall speed. 

  By changing the camber of the wing, the lift and 

drag are increased for a given airspeed. As a result 

of these changes the aircraft can land at a slower 

airspeed, fly a steeper landing approach and use 

more power on landing, which is a good thing if 

you have to “go-around” with your model. 

  Since every aircraft reacts differently to flaps, it’s 

important to learn how yours reacts before 

committing to landing. The safest way is to do a 

no-flap takeoff and fly your model around to get 

comfortable with it. At a safe height, reduce the 

throttle to about 1/3 and let the plane slow down. 

Next, add Ω flaps and see what your plane does. If 

it balloons (pitches nose-up), apply some down-

elevator to help maintain the airspeed. Once the 

plane is under control again, add full flaps and be 

prepared to adjust the elevator pressure on the stick. 

You may be surprised how much elevator it takes 

to compensate for full flap deflection and how 

much the plane will slow down. With today’s radio 

systems, it’s easy to program a mix for the proper 

amount of elevator trim when the flaps are dropped. 

This will greatly ease the pilot’s workload. 

  Once you are comfortable with flying the plane 

with the flaps down, it’s time for the landing. If you 

have your flaps set up to drop in increments, such 

as a dial or slider switch, add about 10 degrees on 

downwind after the plane passes your position and 

then add about 20 to 25 degrees on base leg. After 

turning, add full flaps and use power to adjust the 

flight path. Remember, you will need more power 

with flaps and the approach descent rate will be 

steeper. With a little practice, you will be rewarded 

with picture-perfect landings. 

  Since flaps provide more lift at slower airspeeds, 

you must be aware that when you retract them in-

flight you will lose the lift and the plane could sink. 

For this reason, if you must do a go-around, make 

sure you increase power before retracting the flaps. 

Failure to do so could place your plane very close 

to stall speed before you can accelerate to a safe 

speed. This also applies to takeoffs with flaps. In 

most cases it is safer to take off with the flaps 

retracted or deflected no more than about 20 

degrees. Larger deflections add more drag and can 

cause the plane to become airborne at too low of an 

airspeed. 

  Flying a scale model with operational flaps is a 

very rewarding experience. Not only do they look 

neat, but they also provide the same benefits as the 

full-size version. They take the anxiety out of 

landing your lead-sled WW II fighter or similar 

high-performance aircraft and provide a safer and 

more enjoyable RC experience. 
  

BLURB 

Sue: How long have you smoked?  

Ted: 20 years. 

Sue: Did you know that you could have bought a 

Ferrari with all that money spent on cigarettes, if 

you just saved up? 

Ted: Do you smoke?  

Sue: No. 

Ted: Ever?  

Sue: Nope. 

Ted: Then where's your damn Ferrari? 



AT THE FIELD  

 We had hot flyers this July and I’m not talking about pilot prowess.  The regulars have come out and enjoyed 

the blue skies and whatever breeze came our way. Below, Mo flies a new Sig 4-Star 60 and brings it in for a 

“carrier landing.”   

 
 Below, Vic on one fine day flies his Wolf Samson Biplane, which is one of his favorite fliers. Later this month 

Vic maidened his new FMS models P-47 Thunderbolt. This was his third flight and you can see Vic smile with 

joy after placing the plane on the runway. Vic got comfortable flying the plane very quickly. Vic reports that the 

plane flies like a pussycat, but you can see that it’s a bear on the ground, owing to the mains being practically  

on the CG. 

 

 
 Above, Lenny flies his Nitro Planes Katana. Lenny has also become comfortable with his Katana, trying 

many more maneuvers with it.  

 

 

 



 

 We had some jet flying as well this month. Below, Dave Kosko takes his flat foamy Sukhoi for a blast around 

the field. Far below, Allen Larson also had his delta jet out for some high speed fun. Look carefully at frame 

#2 and you’ll see Al’s plane had a pursuer, but that hawk had no chance of catching up to Al’s plane.  

 

  
 Below, Al flies his Addiction on another occasion. That light bird looks like hovers and harriers are a natural 

way of flying, owing to Al’s efforts of course.   

 

 


